CTCS-467 Television Symposium

Each week, students meet with current TV Creators and Showrunners for Q&As about writing and producing their shows.

Recent guests include: Reggie Rock Bythewood (Swagger), Syreeta Singleton (Rap Sh!t), Chris Storer (The Bear), Eric Kripke (The Boys, Gen V), Meera Menon (Ms Marvel), David Goyer & Allan Heinberg (The Sandman), Craig Mazin (The Last of Us), Al Gough & Miles Millar (Wednesday), Bill Lawrence (Ted Lasso), Jen Statsky (Hacks), Julie Plec (Vampire Academy), Hiro Murai (Station Eleven, Atlanta), Tazbah Rose Chavez (Reservation Dogs), Justin Halpern & Patrick Schumacker (Abbott Elementary), Dong Hyuek (Squid Game), Gloria Calderón Kellett (With Love), Jac Schaeffer (WandaVision), Scott Frank (The Queen's Gambit), Malcolm Spellman (The Falcon and the Winter Soldier), Jay Roach & Sarah Paulson (Coastal Elites), Prentice Penny (Insecure).

Tuesday
7:00pm - 10:00pm
SCA 108

Professor Mary McNamara
Pulitzer Prize-winning Television Critic at The Los Angeles Times